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Energy Density Functional 
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TABLE V: Numbers of terms defined in Eq. (28) of di!erent
orders in the EDF up to N3LO. Numbers of terms depending
on the time-even and time-odd densities are given separately.
The last two columns give numbers of terms when the Galilean
or gauge invariance is assumed, respectively, see Sec. IIIB. To
take into account both isospin channels, the numbers of terms
should be multiplied by a factor of two.

order T-even T-odd Total Galilean Gauge

0 1 1 2 2 2

2 8 10 18 12 12

4 53 61 114 45 29

6 250 274 524 129 54

N3LO 312 346 658 188 97
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Numbers of terms (28) and (30) shown
in Tables V and VI, respectively, plotted in logarithmic scale
as a function of the order in derivatives.

where both densities must have the same rank Q to be
coupled to a scalar. Moreover, their time-reversal and
space-inversion parities (T and P ) must be the same.
Again, at N3LO only terms with m! +n! +m+n ! 6 are
allowed. Then, the total energy density reads

H(r) =
!

m!I!,n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ,Q

Cm!I!,n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ,Q T m!I!,n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ,Q (r), (29)

where Cm!I!,n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ,Q are coupling constants and the sum-
mation runs over all allowed indices.

Had we considered the case of coupling constants de-
pending on density, all terms in Eq. (28) would have been
independent of one another (up to a possible exchange of
the two densities). Table V lists numbers of such inde-
pendent terms, and they are also plotted in Fig. 1.

In the present study, we concentrate on the case of
density-independent coupling constants, in which case
one can perform integrations by parts, so that the deriva-
tive operators Dm!I! are transferred from one density to

TABLE VI: Same as in Table V, but for numbers of terms
defined in Eq. (30).

order T-even T-odd Total Galilean Gauge

0 1 1 2 2 2

2 6 6 12 7 7

4 22 23 45 15 6

6 64 65 129 26 6

N3LO 93 95 188 50 21

the other. That this can always be done is obvious by
the fact that the coupled derivative operators Dm!I! can
always be expressed as sums of products of uncoupled
derivatives "1µ or "a. As a result of the integration by
parts, the integral (28) can now be written as a sum of
terms, where each term has the form:

T n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ(r) = [!n!L!v!J!(r)[DmI!nLvJ(r)]J! ]0, (30)

where ranks I and J are coupled to J !. Here, at N3LO
(i) only terms with n! + m + n ! 6 are allowed, (ii) both
densities must have the same time-reversal parity T , and
(iii) their space-inversion parities must di!er by factors
(#1)I . Finally, in order to avoid double-counting one
takes only terms with n! < n, and for n! = n only those
with L! < L, and for L! = L only those with v! < v, and
for v! = v only those with J ! ! J . Then, the total energy
density reads

H(r) =
!

n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ,J!

Cn!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJT n!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ(r), (31)

where Cn!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ are coupling constants and the summa-
tion again runs over all allowed indices. As we did for the
local densities above, to better visualize the time-reversal
characteristics of terms in the EDF, the coupling con-
stants Cn!L!v!J!

mI,nLvJ corresponding to terms that depend on
time-even densities are shown in bold face.

Based on the results obtained in Secs. A 1 and A2, and
on Eqs. (25) and (26), we see that time-reversal invari-
ance and space-inversion covariance require that

(#1)n!+v!+n+v = 1, (32)

(#1)n!+m+n = 1, (33)

respectively. This means that integers v! + v, n! + n,
and m must be simultaneously either even or odd. The
numbers of all such allowed terms are given in Table VI
and plotted in Fig. 1. The space-inversion covariance (33)
requires that for all terms, the total orders in derivatives
are even numbers, which defines our classification of the
EDF up to LO (0), NLO (2), NNLO (4), and N3LO (6).

In Appendix B, we presented terms in the EDF up to
NLO, i.e., for zero and second orders, see Table XXII.
The EDF at NLO is exactly equivalent to the standard
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The terms here are 

•  Quadratic in densities

•  Invariant to time reversal symmetry,   

•  Covariant to space inversion and rotations

•  Density independent coupling constants 

 



Number of terms in the EDF 

order T-even T-odd Total Galilean Gauge

0 1 1 2 2 1

2 6 6 12 7 7

4 22 23 45 15 6

6 64 65 129 26 6

N3L0 93 95 188 50 21



Properties of ccs in the EDF with Galilean or gauge 
invariance  

•  Unrestricted coupling constants: invariant with respect to the Galilean or Gauge 

     transformation

•  Vanishing: terms that cannot appear due to Galilean or gauge symmetry. 

•  Independent: multiply invariant combinations of terms and have unrestricted values

•  Dependent: to specific linear combinations of independent coupling constants. 

Gauge

order 0 2 4 6

unrestricted  2 3 3 3

vanishing 0 0 27 100

independent 0 4 3 3

dependent  0 5 12 23



Nuclear Matter constraints on the coupling constants  

•  ρNM: saturation density

•  ENM/A:  total energy per nucleon at equilibrium

•  PNM: the nucleonic pressure

•  KNM: nuclear matter incompressibility

•  aNM
sym: symmetry energy at saturation

•  LNM
sym: slope of the symmetry energy at saturation

•  Ms
* : isoscalar effective mass 

•  Mv
* : isovector effective mass 



Singular value decomposition (SVD) method 

SVD is based on a theorem from linear algebra which says that a n x m matrix A 

can be broken down into the product of three matrices – 

•  an orthogonal matrix U, 

•  a diagonal matrix S, and 

•  the transpose of an orthogonal matrix V. 

The theorem is usually presented something like this:

 Amn= UmmSmnVT
nn 

where UTU=I, VTV=I. 

the columns of U are orthonormal eigenvectors of AAT, 

the columns of  V are orthonormal eigenvectors of ATA, 

and S is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of A in descending order



Introducing the problem:

          

A is the matrix with the constraints 
x matrix with the coupling constants
b is the matrix with the NM constraints
 
Method of finding the optimized ccs in the EDF: 

1.  Application of SVD to the  A matrix and find the inverse of A,


2.  Solve (1),  

3.   Make arrays of independent parameters from null space of A,

4.  Finds optimization parameters,

5.  Gives the optimized coupling constants, 

Application of SVD in fitting the N3LO coupling constants  

A ! x + b = 0!!!!!!!!!!!(1)

A
!1
=!V "S

!1
"U

T

x
base

=!! A
!1
"b

A ! x
array

=!0

ai =!xi
!1(array)

" Ci

initial
! xbase( )

xoptimized =!xbase + ai ! xi
array

i

"



Tikhonov regularization 

A regularization of ill-posed problems, i.e.  A is not of a full rank or collinearity 
between parameters appear, is to include a regularization term in the minimization:



with L is the regularization operator. 
The generalized solution reads



The effect of regularization may be varied via the scale of matrix L. 
Is shown that when L=1, 




where λι are the singular values of A. 


Tikhonov method multiplies each component by a corresponding 
filter factor.




min{ A ! x " b
2
+µ L ! x

2
}

x̂ = (A
T
A+µ !LTL)"1AT

b

x̂ =
!
i

2

!
i

2
+µ

U
i

T
b

!
i

V
i

i

n

!



To fit the parameters of the functional the observables below will be used


  Binding energies (masses)

  Charge radii 

  Single-particle energies

of 6 magic nuclei will be used:


   16O, 40Ca, 48Ca,  90Zr, 132Sn, 208Pb



Experimental Data – Observables of the fit 



Optimization of coupling constants – POUNDerS 

POUNDerS (Practical Optimization Using No Derivatives for sums of Squares) 


Algorithm for solving the least squares problem

•  Here f(x) corresponds to the objective function (EDF part).

•  Each fi is related to a single observable which we consider for our objective 

function. 

•  Calculate all types of observables for all nuclei 

•  One MPI process calculates results for one nucleus (all types of observables at 

once). 

•  Gather the results and construct the f(x) vector. 

f (x)!=! Fi (x)
2

i=1

m

!
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EXTRA SLIDES…..



In each iteration k, the algorithm maintains a model mk(x) of the non-linear least squares function f centered 
about the current iterate x. 
If one assumes that the maximum number of function evaluations has not been reached and that

the next point x+ to be evaluated is obtained by solving the trust-region subproblem. 

4.4.1 POUNDerS

One algorithm for solving the least squares problem (4.1) when the Jacobian of the resid-
ual vector F is unavailable is the model-based POUNDerS (Practical Optimization Using
No Derivatives for sums of Squares) algorithm (tao pounders). POUNDerS employs a
derivative-free trust-region framework as described in [6] in order to converge to local min-
imizers. An example of this version of POUNDerS applied to a practical least-squares
problem can be found in [18].

Derivative-Free Trust-Region Algorithm

In each iteration k, the algorithm maintains a model mk(x), described below, of the non-
linear least squares function f centered about the current iterate xk.

If one assumes that the maximum number of function evaluations has not been reached
and that !"mk(xk)!2 >gtol, the next point x+ to be evaluated is obtained by solving the
trust-region subproblem

min {mk(x) : !x# xk!p $ !k, } , (4.2)

where !k is the current trust-region radius. By default we use a trust-region norm with
p = % and solve (4.2) with the BQPIP method described in Section 4.2.3.

The residual vector is then evaluated to obtain F (x+) and hence f(x+). The ratio of
actual decrease to predicted decrease,

!k =
f(xk)# f(x+)

mk(xk)#mk(x+)
,

as well as an indicator, valid, on the model’s quality of approximation on the trust region
is then used to update the iterate,

xk+1 =

!
"

#

x+ if !k & "1
x+ if 0 < !k < "1 and valid=true
xk else,

and trust-region radius,

!k+1 =

!
"

#

min(#1!k,!max) if !k & "1 and !x+ # xk!p & $1!k

#0!k if !k < "1 and valid=true
!k else,

where 0 < "1 < 1, 0 < #0 < 1 < #1, 0 < $1 < 1, and !max are constants.
If !k $ 0 and valid is false, the iterate and trust-region radius remain unchanged

after the above updates, and the algorithm tests whether the direction x+ # xk improves
the model. If not, the algorithm performs an additional evaluation to obtain F (xk + dk),
where dk is a model-improving direction.

The iteration counter is then updated, and the next model mk is obtained as described
next.

44
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where !k is the current trust-region radius. By default we use a trust-region norm with
p = % and solve (4.2) with the BQPIP method described in Section 4.2.3.

The residual vector is then evaluated to obtain F (x+) and hence f(x+). The ratio of
actual decrease to predicted decrease,

!k =
f(xk)# f(x+)

mk(xk)#mk(x+)
,

as well as an indicator, valid, on the model’s quality of approximation on the trust region
is then used to update the iterate,

xk+1 =

!
"

#

x+ if !k & "1
x+ if 0 < !k < "1 and valid=true
xk else,

and trust-region radius,

!k+1 =

!
"

#

min(#1!k,!max) if !k & "1 and !x+ # xk!p & $1!k

#0!k if !k < "1 and valid=true
!k else,

where 0 < "1 < 1, 0 < #0 < 1 < #1, 0 < $1 < 1, and !max are constants.
If !k $ 0 and valid is false, the iterate and trust-region radius remain unchanged

after the above updates, and the algorithm tests whether the direction x+ # xk improves
the model. If not, the algorithm performs an additional evaluation to obtain F (xk + dk),
where dk is a model-improving direction.

The iteration counter is then updated, and the next model mk is obtained as described
next.
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Forming the Trust-Region Model

In each iteration, POUNDerS uses a subset of the available evaluated residual vectors
{F (y1), F (y2), · · ·} to form an interpolatory quadratic model of each residual component.
The m quadratic models

q(i)k (x) = Fi(xk) + (x! xk)
T g(i)k +

1

2
(x! xk)

TH(i)
k (x! xk), i = 1, . . . ,m (4.3)

thus satisfy the interpolation conditions

q(i)k (yj) = Fi(yj), i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , lk

on a common interpolation set {y1, · · · , ylk} of size lk " [n+ 1,npmax].
The gradients and Hessians of the models in (4.3) are then used to construct the master

model,

mk(x) = f(xk)+2(x!xk)
T

m!

i=1

Fi(xk)g
(i)
k +(x!xk)

T
m!

i=1

"
g(i)k

#
g(i)k

$T
+ Fi(xk)H

(i)
k

%
(x!xk).

(4.4)
The process of forming these models also computes the indicator valid of the model’s local
quality.

Parameters

POUNDerS supports the following parameters that can be set from the command line or
PETSc options file:

-tao pounders delta <delta> The initial trust-region radius (> 0, real). This is used to
determine the size of the initial neighborhood within which the algorithm should look.

-tao pounders npmax <npmax> The maximum number of interpolation points used (n +
2 # npmax # 0.5(n+ 1)(n+ 2)). This input is made available to advanced users. We
recommend the default value (npmax= 2n+ 1) be used by others.

-tao pounders gqt Use the gqt algorithm to solve the subproblem (4.2) (uses p = 2)
instead of BQPIP.

-pounders subsolver If the default BQPIP algorithm is used to solve the subproblem (4.2),
the parameters of the subproblem solver can be accessed using the command line op-
tions prefix -pounders subsolver . For example,

-pounders_subsolver_tao_gatol 1.0e-5

sets the gradient tolerance of the subproblem solver to 10!5.

Additionally, the user provides an initial solution vector, a vector for storing the sep-
arable objective function, and a routine for evaluating the residual vector F . These are
described in detail in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.6.2. Here we remark that because gradient infor-
mation is not available for scaling purposes, it can be useful to ensure that the problem is
reasonably well scaled. A simple way to do so is to rescale the decision variables x so that
their typical values are expected to lie within the unit hypercube [0, 1]n.
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The process of forming these models also computes the indicator valid of the 
model’s local  quality. 

Trust region model in POUNDerS  




